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Eltus Mode is proud to partner with renowned French luxury brand,Eltus Mode is proud to partner with renowned French luxury brand,
Pierre Cardin, a name that exemplifies fashion and innovation,Pierre Cardin, a name that exemplifies fashion and innovation,
spanning over seven decades, to bring an exclusive collection of spanning over seven decades, to bring an exclusive collection of 
designer leather shoesdesigner leather shoes for the cosmopolitan Indian man. for the cosmopolitan Indian man.

For the first time, select Indian luxury retail outlets, will offer theFor the first time, select Indian luxury retail outlets, will offer the
legendary Frenchlegendary French
designer Pierre Cardin’s hand crafted leather footwear for men, in adesigner Pierre Cardin’s hand crafted leather footwear for men, in a
range of styles from elegant to casual, with the new Fall-Winterrange of styles from elegant to casual, with the new Fall-Winter
Collection for 2019. As the Indian consumer’s tastes and preferencesCollection for 2019. As the Indian consumer’s tastes and preferences
evolve along with their aspirations for a genuine international brandevolve along with their aspirations for a genuine international brand
offering elegance, fashion and premium leathers, Pierre Cardin will filloffering elegance, fashion and premium leathers, Pierre Cardin will fill
this gap with its luxury shoes for the Indian man.this gap with its luxury shoes for the Indian man.

Pierre Cardin continues to be one of France’s most disruptive andPierre Cardin continues to be one of France’s most disruptive and
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commercially successful designers. Renowned for his avant-garde,commercially successful designers. Renowned for his avant-garde,
futuristic and space age designs, to creating an out-of-the-box fashionfuturistic and space age designs, to creating an out-of-the-box fashion
that traverses generations. One of the most accomplished designersthat traverses generations. One of the most accomplished designers
the world has seen, Pierre Cardin democratized fashion by pioneeringthe world has seen, Pierre Cardin democratized fashion by pioneering
concepts like ready-to-wear and licensing, which were far ahead ofconcepts like ready-to-wear and licensing, which were far ahead of
their time and also a testimony to his visionary capabilities. Such is histheir time and also a testimony to his visionary capabilities. Such is his
contribution to the world of fashion that he has a dedicated museumcontribution to the world of fashion that he has a dedicated museum
highlighting his life and work – the Pierre Cardin Past-Present-Futurehighlighting his life and work – the Pierre Cardin Past-Present-Future
museum in Paris that beautifully depicts his illustrious career of almostmuseum in Paris that beautifully depicts his illustrious career of almost
eight decades.eight decades.

As this iconic French fashion brand makes a foray into designer men’sAs this iconic French fashion brand makes a foray into designer men’s
footwear in India, Eltus Mode looks forward to taking its legacy andfootwear in India, Eltus Mode looks forward to taking its legacy and
eclectic offerings to India, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal and Sri Lanka.eclectic offerings to India, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal and Sri Lanka.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/buy-men-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/buy-men-
formal-and-casual-shoes-sandals-pierre-cardin-india-9708formal-and-casual-shoes-sandals-pierre-cardin-india-9708
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